CASE STUDY

New York Public Library Goes
Digital With Derive
As the Library continues to support
the information needs of the City, the
information management needs of the
Library are supported by a team of devoted,
experienced technologists from Derive
Technologies.
The NYPL.ORG Website on the Library’s
Digital Future
“In the always expanding digital realm, The New York Public Library
provides patronsworldwide with powerful online tools to help them
discover its extensive resources and services. On nypl.org visitors can
browse the Library’s immense collections, download ebooks,and view
more than 800,000 items from our award-winning Digital Gallery.
Through Ask NYPL our librarians are available to answer patron
questions on any topic at any time.
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“Derive proudly accepts responsibility for the entire duty lifecycle of all technologies in use at the New York Public
Library,” explains Mitch Martinez, Derive’s Executive Vice President. “We work with their IT management to determine
the right combination of hardwareand software elements, the best possible communications services, and the most
appropriate software for each of their projects. We configure and integrate all of it for them, we deploy it, we support
their users, and after maintaining it for its entire useful life we’re there to properly dispose of and replace it. We’re also
proud to say we’ve been doing this for them long enough to have gone through several cycles with them.”

Innovation for the Future of an Institution
“With the benefits of cloud computing, the growth of mobile technologies, and now the dawn of the era of the Internet
of Things,” observes Derive Chief Technology Officer Darius Stafford, “we’re deeply involved in helping this honored
institution innovate for its future. Imagine all of the Library’s information resources instantly available to all patrons.
That’s where they’re going.”
Martinez adds, “and one of the greatest characteristics of cloud computing is the focus on user self-service. The Library
will continue to reduce its costs, make better use of its funding, all while delivering more information faster by not only
enabling its patrons to obtain needed information themselves, but also by having us enable their own personnel to take
on much more of the day-to-day support responsibility through creative knowledge transfer programs from Derive.”
“And,” closes Martinez, “isn’t knowledge transfer what a Library is all about?”
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